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ȪSummaryȫ
This study was performed to evaluate types of skid trails by considering the types of products
(yield table) and to design skid trails in district 1 of Shast-Kallate Forests, Gorgan, northern Iran.
Types of skid trails (machine skid trails and animal skidding paths) are very important for transporting forestry products. It is suggested that log products be extracted by machine skid trails and
fuel wood and pulpwood by animal skidding paths. After determining the current skid trails by a
global positioning system (GPS), a map of the skid trails was provided in a geographical information system (GIS); then harvest volumes and types of products in each compartment were extracted
and gathered in a yield table. Types of current skid trails (machine skid trails and animal skidding
paths) were evaluated by considering the types of products. According to the results of overlay
maps, animal skidding paths were located in compartments with high harvest volumes and high
slopes where trails were not suitable for extracting logs and lumber; therefore, machine skid trails
should be designed for these compartments. The suggested skid trails were designed by considering harvest volumes, utilizable areas, slope, topography, soils and stream networks of each compartment. The advantage of this research is that the authors applied criteria of types of products to
design and evaluate skid trails, which was not taken into account in previous research.
Key words: machine skid trails, animal skidding path, yield table, product type, forest transportation
system.
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ҐःޠفҭޠӶܼຠզӁਮіഌИᅮҡShast-KallateීݔୣϛӤݔ(ޑԞᛧߓ)ޠ؆ၿȂᐄ
п೪ॏᎍңޠ؆ၿȄϛӤޠ؆ၿ(ᐡఢԓІޑԓ)Ȃᄈܼݔཿޠߩޑள२्ޠȂΚૢ࡛
ឋФ؆ٻңᐡఢԓસၿȂᐾਠІિዏ؆ٻңޑԓ؆ၿȄᔗңፐۢ՞قಜۢ՞ȃᛳᇨҭࠊޠ
؆ၿӵშȂშԇܺӶӵ౪ၦଊقಜαȂٯϛӤݔੳޠөݔޑԞᛧ໕ڦܫȃϜ֖౫ܼԞᛧ
ߓȄଭᄈݔޑȂຠզҭࠊᐡఢԓІޑԓ؆ၿȄᐄӵშޠໂϸݚ๗ݏȂ՞Ӷݔੳޠାۄ
࡚ޠޑ؆ၿٯϛᎍܼࢳФІФޠԞᛧȇӱԫӶԫӵᔗ೪ॏᐡఢԓ؆ၿӱᔗȄ࡛ឋ؆ၿ೪ॏ
ਣᔗՄኍݔੳٻޠң८ᑗȃ࡚ۄȃӵםȃρІྪࢻᆪၰȄҐःޠفᓻᘉӶܼձٸᐄԞᛧݔޑ
ޠϟྦࠍຠզІ೪ॏ؆ၿȂႇџޠःءفԥՄኍޠژȄ
ᜱᗥມȈᐡఢԓ؆ၿȃޑԓ؆ၿȃԞᛧߓȃݔࠣȃීݔၽᒰقಜȄ
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INTRODUCTION
The greatest damage imposed on forests
is a result of improper road construction;
on the other hand, roads and skid trails are
fundamental structures for logging and even
conservation of forests (Su et al. 2009, Lu et
al. 2010). Logging practices are an integrated
process which takes place at a series of operation sites (Hui et al. 2005), so to prevent the
distribution of extensive damage throughout
the forest, a proper transportation network has
to be developed. In order to provide access
to the forest for wood production and logging processes, road and skid trail networks
are fundamental structures (Abdi et al. 2009).
Planning of a transportation network to access
timber harvest sites, is a difficult and timeconsuming task (Murray 1998), and also includes high costs in forest management units.
Therefore the optimal road and skid trail den-

sity as well as suitable locations for road and
skid trail development are very important. In
determining the location of road and skid trail
network development, technological criteria,
slopes and other topographical features of the
landscape should be taken into account when
designing forest hauling roads under mountainous conditions (Tucek 1999).
Matthews (1942) was the ﬁrst to present
a model of forest road spacing and calculated the theoretical mean skidding distance.
Segebaden (1964) and Lussier and Tardiff
(1964) added a factor of sinuosity to this
model because of the winding effect. Suddarth and Herrick (1964) presented a theoretical approach similar to Matthews (1942) to
determine the effective skidding distance and
optimum distance between landings for any
geometric harvest setting.
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In order to determine the optimum road
and skid trail density, the harvest volume is
an important parameter and should be considered in transportation network planning.
Forest road spacing in dense stands is lower
than that in open stands. Therefore, road and
skid trail densities in a dense stand are higher
(König 1970, Acar 1997). Sedlak (1983) computed road spacing with consideration of the
volume of annual growth and stated that lower average road spacing would be required in
parts of the forest with higher annual growth
and harvest.
Previous studies were related to deﬁning
suitable locations of road development, road
and skidding costs, and applying different
parameters and methods for forest transportation network planning and assessment (Liu
and Sessions 1993, Lihai et al. 1996, Zhixian and Zhili 1997, Murray 1998, Tucek and
Pacola 1999, Kŏsir and Krč 2000, Audrey
2001, Chung and Sessions 2002, Heinimann
et al. 2003, Chung et al. 2004). Kŏsir and
Krč (2000) investigated the suitability of the
terrain for designing and constructing forest
roads and skid trails, and applied a method
based on multi-criteria decision making for
analysis of forest road and skid trail networks.
Chung and Sessions (2002) used a mathematical programming method to design an optimal
forest road network, and determined suitable
locations for road construction based on road
technical standards, logging and skidding
costs (from economical and environmental
points of view), and terrain conditions. Heinimann et al. (2003) designed a road network
with minimum total costs, using the shortest
path and Prim’s algorithms, and reduced cut
and ﬁll volumes.
In addition to the above-mentioned factors, types of products which were not taken
into account in previous studies, should be
considered in transportation network plan-

ning. It would be better to design skid trails
by considering types of products; in other
words, it would be better to extract logs by
machine skid trails and fuel wood and pulpwood by animal skidding paths.
In this study, we recognized the different kinds of current skid trails and evaluated
them by considering types of products and
other parameters (i.e., harvest volume, slopes,
stream networks, etc.).

MATERIAL AND METHODS
This study was conducted in district 1
of the Shast-Kallate forest. The studied forest is a temperate deciduous forest located in
northern Iran [Caspian Forests, also called
the Hyrcanian Forests]. For more-detailed
information about the Caspian Forests refer to
Bonyad (2006) and Latifi and Oladi (2006).
It covers 1714 ha and extends from 36º42′ to
36º44′N latitude and 54º20′ to 54º24′E longitude. The elevation range is 230~1010 m. A
ground skidding system is the major method
of harvesting in this mountainous uneven
aged hardwood forest.
Recording of current skid trails of the district and providing maps
In order to determine skid trails, tapes,
compasses, markers, and clinometers were
used. It should be noted that horizontal recordings of current skidding trails were made
at distances of < 20 m. Determined points
were recorded with a global positioning system (GPS). To transfer the recorded points of
skidding paths from GPS to a geographical
information system (GIS), MAPSOURCE
software was used. After providing maps of
the current skidding paths, the types of skid
trails (machine skid trails and animal skidding
paths) were determined. Paths were encoded
in the GIS, so that the machine skid trails
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were denoted by a code of 1 and animal skidding paths a code of 2; then maps of the types
of current skid trails were produced.
Collecting data layers and providing yield
tables of each compartment of the district
Yield tables of the study site were pro-
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vided by defining the harvest volumes and
types of products (Table 1). It is noteworthy
that the required data for the yield tables were
obtained from the Shast-Kallate forest plan.
The required data layers, such as slope map,
stream network map, and map of the harvest
volume were prepared using ArcGIS (ver. 9.3).

Table 1. Types of products in each compartment of district1, Shast-Kallate forest
Harvest
Number
Compartment
Types of products
Type of path
volume (m3)
of trails
1
Log, pulpwood, fuel wood
1580
2
Log, pulpwood, fuel wood
150
3
Log, pulpwood, fuel wood
50
4
Log, pulpwood, fuel wood
770
Skidding
4
5
Log, pulpwood, fuel wood
800
Skidding
2
6
Log, pulpwood, fuel wood
135
7
Log, pulpwood, fuel wood
1900
Skidding
4
8
Log, pulpwood, fuel wood
1190
Skidding
3
9
Log, pulpwood, fuel wood
1050
Skidding
1
10
Log, pulpwood, fuel wood
800
Skidding
2
11
Log, pulpwood, fuel wood
1620
Skidding
3
12
Log, pulpwood, fuel wood
1300
Skidding
1
13
Log, pulpwood, fuel wood
890
Skidding
3
14
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
1370
Skidding
2
15
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
1800
Skidding
7
16
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
1005
Skidding
2
17
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
1075
Skidding
2
18
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
1440
Skidding
1
19
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
1980
Animal path
2
20
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
1555
Skidding
2
21
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
1110
Skidding
2
22
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
1740
Skidding
2
23
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
1820
Animal path
2
24
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
2220
Skidding and Animal path
2
25
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
1645
26
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
650
Skidding
1
27
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
2160
Animal path
2
28
Log, timber, pulpwood, fuel wood
2365
Skidding
1
29
Log, timber, pulpwood
3080
Animal path
2
30
Log, timber, pulpwood
1405
Skidding
3
31
Log, timber, pulpwood
2815
Skidding
1
32
33
Log, timber, pulpwood
1875
Animal path
2
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Evaluating the current skid trails and designing suggested skid trails
In order to determine proper skid trails
for logs, and fuel wood and pulpwood, types
of current skid trails were evaluated with respect to the kinds of the products available in
each compartment. In the next stage, new skid
trails were suggested and designed with regard
to the harvest volumes (yield table), types of
products, utilizable area, slopes, terrain, stream
network, and soil texture of each compartment. The suggested and designed trails were
also evaluated in terms of length and width
of path, and longitudinal slope according to
procedures of the Forest Organization, stream
networks, and harvest volumes. Designed
trails in the forest were controlled using GPS.

RESULTS
Results of the evaluation of the current
skid trails showed that minimum, maximum,

and average slope angles of current skid trails
were 2, 64, and 33L, respectively, and the
animal skidding paths were situated in areas
with high-slope terrain and harvest volumes
(Fig. 1).
In evaluating existing skid trails by yield
tables, the results showed that, animal skidding paths were located in compartments with
high volumes of harvest and high slopes, and
also the type of product was logs. So, animal
skidding paths are not adequate, and machine
skid trails should be developed in these compartments.
In order to have a better assessment of
existing skid trails, characteristics of the compartments of the district were collected. These
characteristics included the utilizable area of
the compartment, slopes and hydrographic
features. According to the results of analysis
of the compartments, existing skid trails were
designed with minimum crossing of streams
(only in exceptional cases did skid trails per-

Fig. 1. Overlay maps of existing skid trails in district 1, Shast-Kallate forest.
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pendicularly cross a stream), and slopes in
high parts of the district were suitable for designing skid trails by procedures of the Forest,
Range and Watershed Management Organization of Iran (up to 30L). For overall slopes
of > 30L (class 25~60L), skid roads had to
be developed with a minimum cut volume.
The designing of the suggested skid
trails was carried out by considering yield tables, volumetric stand density of the compartments, terrain conditions, overall slopes, and
stream networks. After adding the suggested
skid trail layer to the existing skid trails, a
map of the skid trails of the district was produced (Fig. 2).
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Extracting various forestry products is
related to the types of skid trails; hence maps
of skid trails were provided with regard to
the products: 1) machine skid trails to extract
logs and 2) animal skid paths to extract fuel
wood and pulpwood. As shown in Fig. 1, in
compartments with high log harvest volumes,
types of skid trails were animal skid paths
which are not adequate for extracting logs
from the compartments. Thus, more attention
has to be paid when designing skid trails. Obviously, it should be considered that the products are logs, but harvest volumes are rather

Fig. 2. Map of newly designed skid trails in district 1, Shast-Kallate forest.
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low; as a result, there is no need for machine
skid trails to extract forestry products.
As mentioned by previous studies, the
harvest volumes is an important factor in forest transportation network planning, as higher
road and skid trail densities are needed in
parts of the forest which contain higher annual growth and harvest rates (König 1970,
Sedlak 1983, Acar 1997); therefore, the harvest volumes should be considered.
To determine suitable locations for forest
transportation network development, Tucek
(1999) and Chung and Sessions (2002) considered some technological factors such as
slopes, logging and skidding costs, and terrain
conditions. For this study, different factors
(i.e., slopes, terrain conditions, stream networks, and harvest volumes) were considered
to locate newly designed skid trails. There
were no difﬁculties in evaluating stream networks and terrain conditions of the area. In
the course of evaluating current skid trails
with consideration of product types, it was
proven that with regard to high harvest volumes in certain compartments, the length and
number of existing skid trails for transporting
wood products were not adequate. Also, in
designing skid trails with consideration of the
harvest volume of each compartment, more
skid trails were designed for compartments
with high harvest volumes and vice versa. In
compartments in which harvest volumes were
low and skid trails densities were high, no
new skid trails were designed.
Results of the evaluation of current skid
trails when considering effective factors
showed that suggested skid trails should be
developed. In this study, angles of branching in the range of 30°~50° (according to
the procedures of the Forest, Range and Watershed Management Organization of Iran,
this range is considered optimum angles for
branching in mountainous parts of Caspian

forests) were considered in designing skid
trails. We also attempted to provide suitable
places for landing and prevented skid trails
from intersecting streams (except in special
cases). In order to reach a maximum volume
of logs for extracting in each skidding period
and also to reduce skidding times and costs,
the authors attempted to make the direction
of wood extraction be downward except in
critical and exceptional cases. Also cut and
ﬁll volumes according to the procedures were
minimized. The advantage of this research is
that the authors applied criteria of the type of
product when designing and evaluating the
skid trails, which was not considered in previous research. Designing skid trails in terms of
economic aspects is suitable because extracting wood products through skid trails quickly
and less expensively results in increasing
forest product accessibility, and in this case,
damage to forest soils and residual stands are
minimized.
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